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April 28th, 2019 

Scripture: 

Psalm 118: 14-29 

Acts 5: 27-32 

John 20: 19-31 

 

“Belief and doubt.” 

 

I think it is safe to say ----- we have all doubted and we have all believed. 

 

At some point --- on some matter in life --- we have all doubted something 

and we have all believed in something ---- and if we’re honest with 

ourselves we see-sawed between the two. 

 

Perhaps we’ve even see-sawed --- swung and fluctuated ---- in matters of 

faith. 

 

At times we have doubted and believed ---- vehemently ---- casually --- 

fearfully --- with great conviction --- lazily --- and zealously ----- so on. 

 

Doubt is a part of life. 

 

The truth is ---- it is a weak part of life. 

 

To doubt asks very little of us. 

 

What does it ask of you to doubt something? 

 

Think about it for a minute ------ What does it ask of you to doubt 

something? --- the answer of course ----- nothing. 

 

Absolutely nothing. 

 

Doubt doesn’t take any energy at all. 

 

“I doubt it.” --- is one of the easiest statements to make. 

 

How much energy or conviction does it take to say ----- “Well I doubt it!” 

 

None whatsoever. 
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To believe ---- now that is something all together different. 

 

Doubt may be a part of life --- and easy part --- lazy part even most of the 

time ----- but for a person of faith --- belief is a greater part of life --- a 

demanding and exciting part of life. 

 

To believe ----- asks a ton. 

 

To believe ----- requires personal investment and energy. 

 

To say --- “Me --- I believe.” 

 

To say ---- “I believe in Jesus.” 

 

To say --- “I believe in the resurrection of Jesus.” 

 

To say --- “I believe that God can take things and make them new again --- 

broken relationships ---- dead bodies --- dead faith --- and so on.” 

 

To say --- “I believe!” ----- to actually believe in the power of the cross --- 

the power of Christ --- the will of God ---- now that asks something of us. 

 

John’s Gospel talks about believing a lot. 

 

Perhaps the best known verse from John’s Gospel --- John 3:16 --- talks 

about believing --- it reads in the NIV -----  

  

“For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that 

whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life.” 

 

And if we look at the verses surrounding this most well known of verses 

belief and believing saturates the context. 

 

John 3: 14-18 read ---- 

 

“Just as Moses lifted up the snake in the wilderness, so the Son of Man must 

be lifted up, that everyone who believes may have eternal life in him.”  

For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever 

believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life. For God did not send 
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his Son into the world to condemn the world, but to save the world through 

him. Whoever believes in him is not condemned, but whoever does not 

believe stands condemned already because they have not believed in the 

name of God’s one and only Son.” 

 

5 times the importance of believing comes up. 

 

And we’re right back to that concept here in John 20 today. 

 

The last 3 verses in John 20 read this way --- 

 

“Then Jesus told him, “Because you have seen me, you have believed; 

blessed are those who have not seen and yet have believed.” 

Jesus performed many other signs in the presence of his disciples, which are 

not recorded in this book. But these are written that you may believe that 

Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of God, and that by believing you may have 

life in his name.” 

 

The ability to trust ----- even when there is no proof --- even when we 

haven’t seen any evidence ----- “blessed are those who have not seen and yet 

have believed.” ---- cuts to the very heart of our faith. 

 

At some point or another we either believe --- or we don’t --- at some point 

or another we either accept the Christ event as true or we don’t. 

 

We can’t sit on the fence forever. 

 

At some point we either get on with faith or not. 

 

You cannot trust and doubt at the same time. 

 

And you cannot trust and be anxious at the same time. 

 

Yes we can drop into a little doubt --- or be a little anxious for a moment 

here and there --- but fundamentally one cannot trust and doubt at the same 

time --- and fundamentally one cannot trust and be anxious at the same time. 

 

Yes Thomas doubts but then he becomes certain and leaves doubt behind ---

- he has a moment or moments of doubt but then they are gone and in their 

place certitude. 
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For sure we can fall into doubt and anxiousness sometimes --- but we cannot 

take them with us moment to moment. 

 

We can fall into pockets of doubt but we cannot take doubt with us as a 

companion. 

 

Ultimately Thomas is done with doubt. 

 

Doubt for Thomas was a moment not a companion. 

 

“My Lord and my God.” ---- Thomas says in verse 28 --- “My Lord and my 

God.” 

 

Among other things Thomas plays the role of verification of the 

resurrection. 

 

Because of him we have a finger into the hole in the hand --- and because of 

him we have a hand into the side of Christ. 

 

Because of Thomas we --- we who believe ----- can say ---- “One of us --- 

another believer --- put his finger through the hole in Christ’s hand” ---- and 

---- because of Thomas ---- we ---- we as believers can say ----- “One of us -

-- a fellow believer once put his hand into Christ’s side where the spear went 

at His crucifixion.” 

 

Thomas plays the role of great verifier of the faith --- verifier of the 

crucifixion --- verifier of the resurrection. 

 

Thomas is a great gift to all of us. 

 

Thomas says to us ---- “Hey ---- I have put my finger in the hole in Christ’s 

hand --- and I have put my hand in the hole in His side.” ----- “and just so 

you know it is all true He was crucified --- and He did resurrect --- I know I 

was there and I have verified it for you.” 

 

And so I don’t know about you --- but I say to Thomas ----- “Thank you.” 

 

“Thank you.” --- because now I don’t have to question it in the same way 

that he did. 
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Thomas puts a human face on an already very human ---- and of course also 

truly divine act --- the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. 

 

Our listening to God piece this week ---- found on the front of our bulletin --

- sent out in the weekly e-mail --- comes from --- “Living Faith: A Statement 

of Christian belief” ---- written by the Committee on Church Doctrine of our 

national church in 1984. ---- is all about doubt --- indeed the heading of the 

section is simply ---- “Doubt”. 

 

And at the time of its printing in 1984 it was groundbreaking ---- it was 

perhaps the first Christian Confession to explicitly recognize doubt.  

 

It reads ------ “Doubt” ----  

 

“We are not always certain that God is with us.  

At times, God calls us  

to live in this world  

without experiencing the divine presence,  

often discerning God’s nearness  

only as we look back.  

 

At other times, God seems absent  

in order that our faith may be tested.  

Through such struggle, we mature in faith.  

God may also chasten and strengthen us  

through the hard circumstances of life. 

  

Questioning may be a sign of growth.  

It may also be a sign of disobedience:  

We must be honest with ourselves.  

Since we are to love God with our minds,  

as well as our hearts,  

the working through of doubt  

is part of our growth in faith.  

The church includes many who struggle with doubt.  

Jesus accepted the man who prayed:  

“Lord, I believe. Help my unbelief.” 

  

Though the strength of our faith may vary  
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and in many ways be assailed and weakened,  

yet we may find assurance in Christ  

through confidence in his word,  

the sacraments of his church,  

and the work of his Spirit.” 

 

There’s a lot in this quote for sure. 

 

But for today a few words stand out --- and relate to Thomas in John’s 

Gospel today. 

 

I particularly see value in these words --- 3rd paragraph --- opening few lines: 

 

“Questioning may be a sign of growth.  

It may also be a sign of disobedience:  

We must be honest with ourselves.” 

 

And then a little later on in the same paragraph --- 

 

“the working through of doubt  

is part of our growth in faith. “ 

 

Thomas grows through his questioning --- and he works through his doubt. 

 

Doubt doesn’t own him ---- and doubt isn’t his constant companion --- he 

works through it and he grows from it. 

 

And we know this because in the end he testifies ---- “My Lord and my 

God.” ------ his closing words in the Gospel today. 

 

Thomas doesn’t have a hidden agenda ----- as far as we can tell Thomas is 

being honest with himself. 

 

He wants to see. 

 

In a way Thomas is living in the realm of seeing is believing. 

 

The realm most of us live in much of the time. 

 

Seeing is believing. 
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But as we soon see --- “seeing is believing” --- is not the realm of faith. 

 

Seeing is believing is not the realm of faith. 

 

Jesus says --- verse 29- 31 in John today ----  

 

“Because you have seen me, you have believed; blessed are those who have 

not seen and yet have believed.” 

and 

“Jesus performed many other signs in the presence of his disciples, which 

are not recorded in this book. But these are written that you may believe…” 

 

“Blessed are those who have not seen and yet have believed.” --- Jesus says. 

 

When it comes to faith in Jesus Christ ----- it is not only not ----- seeing is 

believing ---- rather it is in fact ------ believing is seeing. 

 

When we believe --- yes we all have moments of doubt --- a pocket here and 

there ----- weaker --- human moments ---- but if our hearts --- minds --- and 

spirits are oriented on a fundamental level to Christ and belief in Him and 

His resurrected power --- when we believe then and only then do we see. 

 

When we believe in the sole omnipotence of God --- then we begin to see 

God where others only ever doubt --- and get anxious. 

 

When we believe that God and God alone is all powerful ----- then ---- and 

only then do we ever begin to see Him at work in ways others filled --- or 

consumed --- or run by doubt and fear never will. 

 

Thomas reminds us that doubt happens ---- and Thomas also reminds us that 

doubt must be dealt with and overcome. 

 

We can go back and forth ---- but each time we doubt that which causes us 

doubt ---- must ultimately be worked through and laid to rest. 

 

Thomas may doubt again --- we don’t know --- what we do know is that He 

never doubted about holes in hands and spear in side ever again. 

 

He worked through this and he laid it to rest. 
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 When faced with a doubt --- like Thomas ---- we must face it --- own it --- 

stand up to it --- and do whatever it is we need to do --- to put it to rest. 

 

I’m pretty sure Thomas never ever doubted about the holes and spear    

marks in Jesus ever again. 

 

That’s what we can learn from Thomas. 

 

Face your doubt --- more importantly take your doubt to Christ like Thomas 

did ---- and He --- Christ will put it to rest. 

 

Thomas couldn’t have done this on his own --- he couldn’t have worked 

through this doubt on his own --- he knew he needed Jesus just as we need 

Jesus ----- and that is precisely why he goes directly to Him. 

 

Notice Jesus doesn’t chastise Thomas ---- but you can be pretty sure that if 

Thomas came again the next week asking to see holes and spear marks 

things may have gone differently. 

 

Doubt yes. 

 

Take your doubt to Christ yes. 

 

But grow through this doubting --- work through it by taking it directly to 

Christ Himself. 

 

More than anything Jesus calls us to believe in Him --- and one thing I 

guarantee about believing in Him --- is that we grow --- at least we grow if 

we’re honest with ourselves. 

 

“Questioning may be a sign of growth.  

It may also be a sign of disobedience:  

We must be honest with ourselves.” 

 

But forget about words from a doctrine committee let’s go right to scripture. 

 

2 Corinthians 5:17 -----  
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“Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, the new creation has come: The old has 

gone, the new is here!” 

 

And then of course there are the words of Jesus Himself ---  

 

From John 3 ---- verse 3 ---  

 

“Very truly I tell you, no one can see the kingdom of God unless they are 

born again.”  

 

And Luke 9 --- verse 62 -----  

 

Jesus replied, “No one who puts a hand to the plow and looks back is fit for 

service in the kingdom of God.” 

 

New creation ----- 2 Corinthians. 

 

New birth ----- John 3. 

 

Move forward --- don’t look back ---- Luke 9. 

 

Doubt can have its role ----- providing ----- as Living faith says --- providing 

----- it isn’t disobedience. 

 

Doubt can have its role ---- if --- as was the case with Thomas --- it propels 

us forward into new growth --- and trust --- and obedience --- and deeper 

faith --- faith that leads to proclamation even. 

 

Thomas is propelled into certitude --- and bold proclamation because of his 

doubt. 

 

Thomas is propelled to --- “My Lord and my God.” ----- because of doubt. 

 

When we address our doubt. 

 

When we can clearly articulate our doubt.  

 

When we take our clearly articulated doubt directly to Christ Himself like 

Thomas did --- it can be a beautiful faith filled moment of profound growth 

and newness of faith. 
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Our Gospel passage today reminds us that things of God are never just given 

for us as individuals --- rather they are given to us to then go and share with 

others ---- build others up. 

 

“As the father has sent me --- so I am sending you.” ---- Jesus said in verse 

21 from John’s Gospel today. 

 

And then in the next 2 verses it’s ---  

 

“And with that he breathed on them and said, “Receive the Holy Spirit. If 

you forgive anyone’s sins, their sins are forgiven; if you do not forgive them, 

they are not forgiven.”  

 

Our faith is never just about us --- it always involves others as well. 

 

If we receive anything from God --- the Holy Spirit of God and forgiveness 

in this case in John 20 ---- inherent in that receiving is the command and 

desire to share it with others. 

 

Thomas touching Jesus isn’t just about Thomas is it also about everyone 

after Thomas. 

 

We know this because Jesus said so Himself beginning in verse 29 from 

John’s Gospel today ------  

 

“Then Jesus told him, “Because you have seen me, you have believed; 

blessed are those who have not seen and yet have believed.” 

Jesus performed many other signs in the presence of his disciples, which are 

not recorded in this book. But these are written that you may believe that 

Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of God, and that by believing you may have 

life in his name.” 

 

“Blessed are those who have not seen and yet have believed.” 

 

And  

 

“There were many other signs performed that aren’t recorded --- but these 

ones were recorded ---- that others may believe and have life in the name of 

Jesus.” 
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Jesus didn’t appear before Thomas just for Thomas. 

 

Jesus didn’t just --- or only --- perform the signs He performed for those 

who were there that day ---- for those who were there those days. 

 

He appeared to Thomas --- and He performed the signs for all people of all 

times --- including each and everyone of us here today. 

 

That’s how deep and grand and profound His love is. 

 

And all He asks is that we believe. 

 

And all He asks is that when we have doubts we take them to Him directly --

-- not just to our neighbour --- not the news or newspaper or Facebook or 

Twitter or Instagram ---- not just to our journals ------ not in gossip ----- but 

to Him. 

 

Christ will always meet us --- even in our moments of greatest doubt --- He 

will meet us --- and He will also change us. 

 

Thomas is changed ----- and --- and this part is crucial ---- Thomas is willing 

to be changed. 

 

Are you willing to be changed in Christ? 

 

Are you willing to grow in Christ? 

 

What doubt --- or doubts ----- do you need to bring to Christ? 

 

Are you willing and brave and courageous enough to speak with Christ --- 

like Thomas did --- about your doubts? 

 

Because if you are great things are in store. 

 

And if you aren’t foolish things are in store. 

 

“Thomas said to him ---- My Lord and my God.” 
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That’s the result ------ that’s the outcome ----- that’s the growth and change 

that takes place ------ that’s the Thomas that leaves after this encounter with 

Christ --- a man of clear conviction --- a man proclaiming Christ as Lord. 

 

How do we leave after an encounter with Christ? 

 

How does Christ change us? 

 

How does Christ change you? 

 

What is your proclamation? 

 

Like Thomas is it ----- “My Lord and my God.” 

 

Remember Thomas went on to found many many churches in Persia and 

India and elsewhere. 

 

Thomas wasn’t stuck in doubt --- he passed through doubt ---- and grew into 

certainty --- and he moved forward in faith and was used by God for many 

good and faithful things --- not the least of which is all of us being blessed 

by his life --- here --- now --- today as we ponder his great gifts to us as 21st 

century Christians.  

 

When it comes to faith ---- seeing isn’t believing --- we don’t need to see to 

believe ---- we need to believe to see. 

 

When it comes to faith believing is what allows us to see. 

 

When it comes to faith believing is what allows us to see God’s great 

richness --- beauty --- goodness --- and truth. 

 

Anyone can doubt ---- doubt asks very little of us. 

 

Believing --- that’s another matter altogether --- believing is grand and 

beautiful --- and life giving.  

 

“Because you have seen me, you have believed; blessed are those who have 

not seen and yet have believed.” 
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When it comes to believing or doubting --- I don’t know about you but I 

choose to believe and to have faith. 

 

And when I do doubt --- I work through it and grow from it --- instead of 

just returning again and again to the very same doubts. 

 

Jesus said ----- “Because you have seen me, you have believed; blessed are 

those who have not seen and yet have believed.” 

 

To God be the glory --- now and forever -------- Amen. 


